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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3232 - 3233

“This……”

It’s boiling!

burst!

When the wooden box came on stage, everyone was excited.

This magic medicine is terrifying.

As expected of a magical medicine comparable to a hundred thousand years of snow lotus!

At the beginning, Yan Zangsheng said that it was better than half, but it was actually a
modest statement.

Comparable in time.

I don’t know what this magic medicine is and what year it is.

But compared to the words of 100,000-year-old Xuelian.

That’s the equivalent of being refined.

therefore.

Everyone stood up.

Staring at the wooden box.

If you don’t know that this is an exquisite box.
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Everyone wants to get started.

Levi Garrison was also excited.

There is no need to distinguish whether the magic medicine inside is real or fake.

Just exuding a ray of breath, it is so strong.

Isn’t this magic medicine?

Levi Garrison was breathing rapidly.

What the genius doctor Yan Zangsheng said was absolutely right.

The potency of this magical medicine is terrifying!

The last time I felt this way, it was the Holy Spring.

Of course, this is a little more terrifying than the Holy Spring.

If you get this magical medicine, Levilia’s poison will definitely be solved.

At this moment, everyone is observing this trap box.

Ning Jinye suddenly said: “This trap box is definitely from Daxia, and it is a lost trap
technique – Tianji Lock! I heard my grandfather say a trap box before, and it’s very similar to
this one!”

“The lost mechanism of Daxia?”

Levi Garrison’s face sank, his expression condensed.

So the mysterious force that controls Yan Zangsheng belongs to Daxia?

Du Daxia’s lost organ technique.

Is it difficult for other countries to have it?
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And that’s what I said before – the magician has just been exposed, and nothing has spread
inside Daxia.

The magician is under control.

No one from abroad would know.

Moreover, even Tiance Shenshuai and the others were aware of this information.

That means that this group of forces belongs to Daxia.

And they have great powers, they had already controlled the magician when Tiancefu knew
about it.

Amazing!

…

After thinking about it comprehensively, Levi Garrison could only sigh.

However.

You should have no grudge against them, right?

Why target it this way?

Levi Garrison already had a rough guess about their identities.

Next, as long as he gets the magic medicine, he will take off the masks of these people and
examine them one by one.

Look who is it?

In addition, the Evil God of Fire Cloud kept staring at him.

Even if this group of people is entrusted, this mysterious force will be discovered as soon as
they get in touch.
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The real protagonist is here today.

Everyone was very excited.

This time, even the major forces that have not been bidding for a while will rush.

But everyone is very afraid of Levi Garrison and that mysterious person.

They shouted the price, so terrifying.

Who can stop it?

not only.

Even the forces behind the War Eagle Nation’s eyes lit up fiercely.

They ignore everything and don’t take resources seriously.

Indifference to everything.

But that was nothing good.

Good things come up and still the same.

Now the magic medicine of the genius doctor has attracted him.

Obviously very interested.

Those useless things in the front will cost so much to compete.

Now that you have something you are interested in, don’t go crazy!

He glanced at Levi Garrison, and Levi Garrison also gave him a deep look.

The two of them are going to make crazy bids.

But this is a good thing for Hydra and the organization of revenge Hydra.
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Their purpose is to prevent Levi Garrison from getting this magic medicine.

But if you can, it’s better to get it yourself.

But now a mysterious man appears.

There is little chance of them getting it.

However.

Levi Garrison can’t even imagine it.

This is good for their purpose.

They don’t even have to shoot.

Unfortunately, such a good thing is not available.

“Everyone be quiet…”

The person in charge of the auction motioned everyone to be quiet.

Everyone shut up obediently and didn’t make any sound.

Staring straight at the stage.

The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3233

“The last auction item, I don’t need to introduce too much, right?”

“But everyone, don’t be mean, this box has no key, it can’t be opened! And this lock is the
ancient secret lock of Daxia, it’s not just memorizing a few passwords! Someone has to
open it for you!”
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“So even if you grab the box, it’s useless. Someone must open the secret lock!”

…

When the person in charge said this, the audience was shocked.

It turned out that it was not just a problem of opening.

It’s still a lock issue.

Levi Garrison and Ning Jinye looked at each other.

Sure enough, it was the secret lock that Ning Jinye said.

It is more certain that they are the forces of Daxia.

The person in charge glanced at everyone and said, “Then let’s start! The starting price is
one thousand high-quality aura crystals! But…”

His words changed, causing everyone in the field to be shocked.

All look at him.

Will something else happen?

“What’s wrong?”

Everyone looked at him suspiciously.

Suddenly, the person in charge’s eyes fell on Levi Garrison.

“The last item to be auctioned, Levi Garrison of Daxia and his related personnel cannot be
auctioned!!!”

The words are not astonishing, and the whole audience is shocked when these words come
out.
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“What? Levi Garrison can’t participate in the auction?”

“Hahahaha… Levi Garrison can’t participate in the auction? I’m dying of laughter!”

“It’s really a good decision. Let Levi Garrison come, but let him participate in the auction.
You can only watch it! Levi Garrison is so angry!”

…

After the decision was announced, many people laughed directly on the spot.

Both Hydra and the revenge Hydra laughed.

Couldn’t hold back at all.

It doesn’t require them to take action at all, right?

There are too many people targeting Levi Garrison.

It’s all about him.

Even this auction was deliberately aimed at him.

Levi Garrison was not allowed to participate in the auction directly.

It is to deliberately auction the magic medicine, which is his daughter’s hope, to others in
front of him.

Let him watch helplessly, but can’t participate.

This is the most vicious way!

Even if Levi Garrison grabbed the box directly, it was of no use.

This is the sky lock.

Can’t open it at all!
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Every aspect was thought of.

Even if Levi Garrison participates in the auction, he may not be able to bid.

But now it is impossible to participate at all.

The Hydra people feel that it is okay for them not to come.

Now it’s time to watch a play.

See Levi Garrison’s joke.

When Levi Garrison and a few people around him heard this.

Several people’s faces changed obviously, and there was a hint of anger on their faces.

However, this was actually what he expected.

This mysterious force held an auction for no reason, to deal with this magical medicine.

It was obviously aimed at him, Levi Garrison.

But it’s been so long.

The other party didn’t make any movement towards him at all.

Levi Garrison has been waiting for their action.

Sure enough.

I never thought that I would not let myself participate in the auction, and then watch the
magic medicine be auctioned away by others.

Watching Levilia’s hope slip away.

That’s what hurts the most.
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The so-called murder.

That’s it now!

But Jiao Tianyu, Ning Jinye and the others were going to explode.

“Why? Why not let us participate in the auction!”

“We have all the resources you want! Why can’t we?”

“Give us a statement! A reasonable statement!”

They quit.

Ask the person in charge of the auction to give an explanation.

Doctor Dark also sneered: “There are so many people present, why are they targeting us?
Isn’t that reasonable?”

Many passersby also began to ask: “Yes, this is not common sense. Can you give a reason
to convince everyone?”

The person in charge of the auction glanced at everyone and said, “Okay, then I’ll give you a
reason, why not let Levi Garrison and related people bid on ginseng!”
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